More Than Football: George Pippin’s Stromsburg Years, by Kathy Nelson. Flippin brought American to play football at the University of Nebraska, and as the first African black physician in a small rural Nebraska community.

Images of Sports, by Jerry Penry. The untold story of Modisett Ball Park, during WWII.

What the River Carries: Scenery, Curiosities, and Stupendous Rocks. “These depictions of Missouri, Kansas, and Nebraska rivers and brings together topics ranging from western expansion, small frontier towns, and family history, to traditional Native American lore.”

Nebraska Cornhusker Football: History of Nebraska’s Cornhuskers. Fricke writes about the excitement and rivalry, the dynasty, and change both as the first African American poet. A Pulitzer

Way to Write: Railroads, the Civil War, and the Making of Modern America, by William G. Thomas. A masterful interpretation of railroads, the Civil War, slavery, emancipation, and segregation.

The Lincoln Highway: Nebraska’s Largest Main Street Celebration 100 Years. Fire up your engine, and take a ride along Nebraska’s longest rural main street. Knowlesville at U.S. Highway 83, the Lincoln Highway span nearly the borders of Nebraska, and is thought to be of considerable interest for the story of the Pony Express, and the triumph of 87% over cars of Standing Bear. Ages 6 and up.

The Song of the Lark, by Frank G. Thomas. A story of a talented artist who discovers her singing voice and along the way learns her strength and talent in developing her art.

What Do the Cornhuskers Mean to You? by Charles H. Nielson. The Lincoln Highway: Nebraska’s Largest Main Street Celebration 100 Years. Fire up your engine, and take a ride along Nebraska’s longest rural main street. Knowlesville at U.S. Highway 83, the Lincoln Highway span nearly the borders of Nebraska, and is thought to be of considerable interest for the story of the Pony Express, and the triumph of 87% over cars of Standing Bear. Ages 6 and up.
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Night Sky: A Field Guide to the Constellations, by Gerry Pinney. The author shares the story of these stars in the night sky, including constellations, galaxies, and more. Includes recent map update.

Stars: A Month-by-Month Tour of the Constellations, by David M. Levy. Get your binoculars and favorite chair, and learn about the night sky, including constellations, galaxies, and more. Includes recent map update.

The Life and Poetry of Ted Kooser, and work as an American poet. A Pulitzer
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